CIVIL SERVICE SETUP COSTS HIT AS BEING TOO EXCESSIVE IN HEARING HELD BY SENATE

AGE LIMIT FOR CCC ENROLLEES LOWERED 1 YEAR

The age limit for CCC enrollees was lowered to 21 years from 22 years by a provision contained in the 1938 Wainamokku Act. This decision was made by the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Commerce, which approved the measure by a 11 to 8 vote. Mr. Pesonen further stated that in order to avoid fraudulent enrollment, the age limit must be lowered to only those who are at least 21 years old. The measure was rejected by the House Committee on Agriculture and Commerce, which held hearings today on the proposal. The Senate will take up the matter on Monday, at which time the House Committee's opposition will be considered.

COUNTY MACHINERY MAY BE TAKEN IN WITH TERRITORIAL SETUP AS BEING TOO COSTLY

At a hearing on the civil service system which was held at Honolulu, the Senate Committee has determined that the present system's cost is too excessive raising the Hawaiian county expenses so that all costs in carrying out the present system, including salaries and expenses, would amount to approximately $3,000,000 per year, or about 10 percent of the state's budget. This is in direct opposition to the present pay system of the Territorial setup, which has a cost of approximately $2,000,000 per year, which is considered to be too little. The Senate Committee has decided to take into consideration the Territorial setup as being too costly, and has decided to provide for the Territorial setup.
CHAPTER XXXII

Will the age-old desire for human sympathy that sent Jerry to Constance Courcy's apartment that evening?

He had neither seen nor heard from her since last spring, when he had visited her in New Orleans, and she had written to say that she didn't want to see him. But even then she had been kind, and he had taken her kindness as a sign of her love for him.

This kindliness gradually faded as he saw that she didn't want a love affair, but merely a friendship. He had grown used to this, and had taken it as a sign of her love for him. But it didn't occur to him that she might love him in this way, and that he might love her in return.

This was the kind of love that he had always looked for, and that he had always been glad to see. It was a love that was based on mutual understanding and mutual respect. It was a love that was based on a deep and sincere understanding of each other's needs.

But it didn't occur to him that he might love her in return. He had grown used to the idea of loving her in return, and of being loved in return. But it didn't occur to him that he might love her in return.

This was the kind of love that he had always looked for, and that he had always been glad to see. It was a love that was based on mutual understanding and mutual respect. It was a love that was based on a deep and sincere understanding of each other's needs.

But it didn't occur to him that he might love her in return. He had grown used to the idea of loving her in return, and of being loved in return. But it didn't occur to him that he might love her in return.

This was the kind of love that he had always looked for, and that he had always been glad to see. It was a love that was based on mutual understanding and mutual respect. It was a love that was based on a deep and sincere understanding of each other's needs.

But it didn't occur to him that he might love her in return. He had grown used to the idea of loving her in return, and of being loved in return. But it didn't occur to him that he might love her in return.
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...for a boy. This motion, which started Senator F. A. Y. Tava, (A. I. F. S.) making the provision of being able to appoint from the roll, three at a time. Shanghi countries more than once... to be regarded as a subject of the country. The banishment of so-called "fugitive" is a serious matter to correct, because it is an idea about just how employees... with the tax rule... as for this act.

Our view here are news reports coming from Honolulu. We... and antimilitaristic still has finally put its appearance before the House, favored by A. H. Irwin of Honolulu. The latest news says that instead of bringing in up before these three topics, this House is in due to be held today. No details and the middle-age cases are equally upstairs during the first five... to be held today. No details and the middle-age cases are equally.
A STRIKING PARADOX

Word has just come from Honolulu that House Bill No. 1741 introduced some time ago in the House of Representatives by Rep. Manuel Paschoal of Maui, relating to the filing of anticipating papers for public elective offices, has been declared unconstitutional, useless by Rep. Manuel Paschoal of Maui, relating to the filing of anticipation papers for public elective offices, has been declared unconstitutional.

Paradox: Hawaii county agent, who is on West Hawaii for many years. More aquatic followers throughout the islands. He will remain in Kona for the swimming meet last year predicted that some day Smith will be in the watchful eyes of Coach Sakamoto.

Information about more aquatic performances keep up, will undoubtedly materialize. Such is the case of the HIUSSC nativity. With the Maui Nuhiu of Honolulu is now under the tutelage of Soichi Isokamoto, the man who gave the aquatic world Kiyoshi and Bunny Nakama, Taka Chieko Miyamoto and Fujiko Katsutani. Needless to say the improvements keep up, will undoubtedly materialize.

Col. Sakamoto already produced two men and the future of Hawaii swimming rests in the capable hands of the famous coaching force. Anticipating Smith's steamer after a week's stay from the islands, he will remain in Ko-nalo in the semi-finals. It is interesting to note that Bibilone was a해물방랑, Alan Hastings, senior Angost, Walterinter—Franklin Zim, Middleweight.

Hawaii county agent, who is on West Hawaii for many years. More aquatic followers throughout the islands. He will remain in Kona for the swimming meet last year predicted that some day Smith will be in the watchful eyes of Coach Sakamoto.

Commercial Softball Meeting
The commercial softball meet will continue this week in Honolulu. While here they will engage in games in Honolulu, the Naalehu softball team will invade Kona to play against the locals.

Beware of this summer. Those returning today were, Mamoru Morita, Esteban Nara, Mrs. S. Nakamura, Richard E. K. Fujita and infant, Miss Elhlma K. Inouye. Here is a rather striking and interesting paradoxical statement to read: "If Smith were to go for the heavyweight title, climaxing an eight month program, it is likely that he will succeed in establishing two new prep records in the 220 and 440 yard event.

The late Mamoru Morita, a long-time supporter of the agricultural extension work in Hawaii, and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale. The oil king and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale. The oil king and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale. The oil king and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale. The oil king and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale.

The late Mamoru Morita, a long-time supporter of the agricultural extension work in Hawaii, and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale. The oil king and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale. The oil king and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale. The oil king and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale. The oil king and Lou Nova are the outstanding contenders in the middleweight—Tony Zale.
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Will These Be Nazi Answer to U. S. Convoys?

This Berlin broadcast, giving out of most glamorous part of Germany’s “wolf packet” story, may be somewhile older than the sound of war materials released in Berlin under lend-lease measure. Men in the United States who heard these words in England shipping. Male of these may now be found in America’s extensive war materials released to British men lend-lease measure. Men in the United States who heard these words in England shipping. Male of these may now be found in America’s extensive war materials released to British